Prediction of the meeting point for air targets moving in the space with a high velocity and possessing the manoeuverable ability requires considering of the advance point corresponding the shift of the target during the flight of the missile to the target. In the paper, the procedure of computing of coordinates of the moving object (target) used for prediction of the meeting point in the multidimensional digital prediction system is presented. The multidimensional system is understood as a system possessing many systems of coordinates and mutual correlations between them. This system must realize all tasks in a real time.
INTRODUCTION
Faster development of industry computers, especially constantly increasing velocity of computations, enables realisation in these complex algorithms working in the real time. The algorithm of the multidimensional digital prediction system is one of these. It is applied in the specialised computing machines realising prediction of the position of the air objects. Till now, this task has been realised in the analogue systems which in original are built from the analogue electronic lamp computing machine called a resolver. To replace this resolver by a multidimensional digital prediction system called a digital resolver, the identification of the coordinates existing in the resolver and the algorithms of work of the digital resolver, considering working out all necessary control signals must be done.
One of the most important parameters which must be worked out by the digital resolver is the prediction of the position of the object targetC, i.e., computing of so called meeting point. Coordinates of the advance point are the output data of the resolver such as angles of position of the rotational-swinging system (RSS) and angles of position of the arial of the radio-location tracking head (RTH). The RSS is pointed, not in the spot where the target is at the moment of start of the missile, but in the point existing on the future trajectory of the target in which, according to computations, the missile should meet with the target. This point is called a meeting point. To aim the axis of the RSS to the meeting point, the spatial coordinates of this point must be known. On this base the settings of RSS are determined. The task of computation of the meeting point is called the meeting task. To solve the meeting task, current coordinates of the target, value, and the direction of the velocity vector, and the character of the movement of the target at the time of flight of the missile to the meeting point, must be known. Current coordinates of the
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target are determined as a result of its tracking by the radio-location station or optical devices. Determination of the value and direction of the vector of the velocity of the target, solving the meeting task and determination of settings of RSS are done constantly by the resolver. Worked out settingsadvance azimuth and the elevation angle, are sent to the RSS and as a result, its axis is aimed in a constant way to the meeting point.
DEPENDENCE OF COORDINATES OF TARGET AND MEETING POINT-TRANSFORMATIONS 2.1 Algorithm of Determination of Coordinates
For uniform determination of the coordinates of the target in the tracking system of the position of the target (TSPT) and in the control systems of the rocket launcher (RL), the following systems of coordinates were introduced:
(1) The right angle coordinate system XZY, connected with TSPT ( Fig. 1) : O S Location of TSPT Z Axis directed along the base line (from TSPT to RL) Y Axis directed vertically upwards X Axis directed to the left from the axis Z where:
Orientation angles TPST and RL Coordinates of the target in the coordinate system TSPT are determined by the spherical coordinates D 0 , b 0 , e 0 . These coordinates are transferred to the coordinate system of RL. Transformation of the coordinates of the target to the coordinate system of the RL X w Z w Y w has been determined according to the algorithm presented below: (1) The right angle relative coordinates respective to the azimuth y 0 of the target for the TSPT, XZY system. These have the form:
(2) The right angle coordinates of the target for the RL in a system X¢ Z¢ Y¢-shift of the system X Z Y along the vector [0, B, 0]. They have the form:
The right angle coordinates of the target for RL in a system X w Z w Y w taking into account angle rotations w, u, g. (a) Rotation around the axis Y¢ for the angle w (Fig.3) . After rotation for the angle w right angle coordinates of the target take the form: 
Above right angle coordinates are finally right angle coordinates of the target for the RL in the system X w Z w Y w (Fig.6) , as a result: 
Algorithm of Determination of the Meeting Point
To work properly, the resolver must at first take current spherical coordinates of the target, position of the RSS, and other necessary data for computation of the meeting point, and next smooth these coordinates and work out right angle coordinates of the velocity vector of the target, (xvi) Updating the current time and returning to point (i). Working according to the above algorithm one gets current needed angle coordinates of the meeting point enabling control of RSS to this meeting point and the head of the rocket to this target.
Values computed in points (vii) and (viii) are displayed on the screen of the resolver and give the basis for taking the decision about launching. 
